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money collectors are happy with "rags." Let us see what it
is all about." They tasted, and wanted more. The price
of the field of great rarities grew and grew and no man
was able to purchase it.

Then the paper money collectors said, "Though we
cannot buy the field, we will set up a society thereon.
Surely we are entitled to squatters rights. We will file our
claim and spend the rest of our days right here."

And that, my Child, is why, in this year of 2000 A.D.
you see this great museum erected on this field. Within

are great rarities, and common "rarities," exhibited where
the kings and the common may view the beauty, or drab-
ness of their history through the ages. At last the rarities of
great price are available to the eyes of the world.

In the East Wing, once each year are met the PMC's
of the world for a festive convention of fellowship. In the
West Wing is housed the library of knowledge of good and
evil of paper money . . . publications of the S.P.M.C., only
a dream in 1961.

Over the threshold of the present . . . to the past .. .
walks the future.

Why Paper Money? by Rev. Frank H. Hutchins
Paper money interests few numismatists; yet it has

many points coins lack. It's easier to house, more beautiful,
and more identifiable. Your coins are more like a million
others; any bill you have is yours alone, with a serial num-
ber as identifying as if it had your name across it. But it's
even more than that: it's a fairly untried field.

In the later series, notably the silver certificates of the
series of 1899 and the legal tender notes of 1901, 1907, and
1917, constant changes were made in the placing of the
plate numbers, both obverse and reverse; in the McAdoo
red-seal Federal Reserve notes, District designations in
the upper left-hand corner were a late addition; and the
small-sized notes, by the increase in the legibility of the
plate numbers during Morgenthau's term of office, present

many interesting subvarieties demanding exploration and
a tabulation of results.

I hope, in future articles, to list discoveries that I
myself have made; and going on from this, I'm sure that we
can get as good a cataloguing of the many subvarieties of
paper money as exists for large cents, early silver coinage,
and the like, with differences more pronounced and more
discernible than almost any that exist on coins. Many
pieces will show up, I'm sure, as soon as we're aware of
what to look for, and if all of us who have found paper
interesting do cooperate I'm sure that we can make this
branch of numismatics take the place it should have in
the numismatic field.

New Korean Paper Money, by Dwight L Musser
Following the occurrence known in Korea as "The

Democratic Revolution" on April 19, 1960, plans were
made to replace the portrait of Dr. Syngman Rhee on the
country's paper money with a more appropriate feature.
Rhee, who had served as President since 1948, fled from

the country as a result of the revolution. Consequently, new
1000 Hwan and 500 Hwan notes have been issued with a
likeness of King Sejong taking the place of that of Dr.
Rhee. A description of the new notes follows:

1000 Hwan Note of 1960

(ACTUAL SIZE)
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(ACTUAL SIZE)

Date issued: August 15, 1960.

Size: 165 x 73 mm.

Paper: Special banknote paper with shaded watermarks.

Design and colors.

Face: Portrait of King Sejong.

Letters and frame 	 Black

First background 	  Peach

Second background 	  Bronze

Third background 	  Citron green

Seal and issue numbers 	 Red

Serial number 	 Black

Back: Frame 	  Cork

Background 	  Dark green

500 Hwan Note of 1961

(ACTUAL SIZE)
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000037
(ACTUAL SIZE)

Date issued: April 19, 1961.

Size: 156 x 73 mm.

Paper: Special banknote paper with shaded watermarks.

Design and colors:

Face: Portrait of Sechong King (King Sejong).

Letters and frame 	 Dark green

First background 	 Turquoise Blue

The new notes, which reflect high standards of quality
and craftsmanship in their production, were printed by
the Banknote Printing Plant in Pusan, a branch of the
Government Printing Agency with headquarters in Seoul.
The paper was produced by the Tae Jon Paper Mill, also
a branch of the Government Printing Agency, located in
Tae Jon. The notes are distributed through and by the
Bank of Korea, the government central bank.

Second background 	  Cream

Third background 	  Bronze

Seal and issue numbers 	 Red

Serial Number 	  Black

Back: Frame 	  Bottle green

Background 	  Lilac

No date was fixed for the exchange of the former
1000 and 500 Hwan varieties of currency, which remained
legal tender pending further announcement.

Technical data courtesy of Mr. Byung II Chang and
Mr. Young Heum Kang, managers of the Note Issue De-
partment, The Bank of Korea. Sources: Official announce-
ments and direct correspondence.

Tenino Wooden Money, by Arlie R. Slabaugh
Following the "Crash of 1929" the Citizens Bank of

Tenino, Washington closed as did many other banks
throughout the country. As a substitute for frozen assets
in the town's only bank, the Chamber of Commerce re-
sorted to depression scrip. Tenino deserves special mention
as it originated wooden money which proved to be self-li-
quidating even during the Great Depression—even a short-
age of cash could not stop the great American souvenir
hunter.

The first issue was dated December, 1931 and was
printed on paper. This issue consisted of 105 of $10; 305 of
$5; 605 of $1; and 300 of 25c. All of this and succeeding
issues were printed by Don M. Major, Secretary, and one
of the Trustees of the Tenino Chamber of Commerce. As
publisher of the town's newspaper, the Thurston County
Independent, he was, of course, the logical person to print
the scrip.

After printing the paper scrip, Mr. Major thought of
using some thin wooden material he had in the shop to
print scrip on. These wooden strips had been given him as
samples with the purchase of some wooden Christmas cards
(it was December). Although there are earlier examples
in wooden numismatic items in the United States such as
the wooden die stamped medals of the Centennial Exposi-
tion of 1876 and Columbian Exposition of 1893, wooden
money as we think of it today in the United States origin-
ated with Mr. Major. As far as known the idea suddenly
came to him while contemplating the cardlike wooden
samples he had on hand and that he had not known of the
souvenir Austrian issues of 1920 (on heavier wood) or
other foreign issues.

In any event he printed 40 of 25c scrip on the thin
wooden sample sheets dated December, 1931. This is the
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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